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Volume CXI, Issue 20 The student newspaper of the College of Wooster Friday, March 3, 1995
Presidential finalists advanced
L mi -I N - I PA i '
Dong CSne 95 and teamwatfn congratulate one another after
winning the NCAC toomament last Satarday.
Scots win first round
of NCAA tourney
By MKE HOUSEHOLDER
The Fighting Scot basketball team
opened up the 1995 NCAA Divi-
sion in Tournament by defeating
Heidelberg 72-6-4 in front of a rau-
cous crowd in the Timken Gymna-sinr- o
lastnight. The Scots were able
to bold off a strong Student Prince
team which at one point held a 10-poi- nt
advantage and was led by se-
nior Matt Adams' 36 point-performan- ce.
Wooster (26--2) now ad-
vances to the second round of the
tournament tomorrow night when
they host Kenyon (19-8- ).
Despite the early lead by Heidel-
berg, the game was close to the very
end when the Scots took control.
riwioUKEWS SEAV1CES
With 9:49 remaining, center Dong
Cline '95 tipped in a Craig Bradley
'95 miss to extend the. Scot lead to
48-4-3. and Wooster never looked
back. At 2:56, point guard Rowell
Fernandez '96 pot the finishing
touches on the win when he nailed a
three-pointe- r, forcing a Student
Prince timeout as the pro-Woos- ter
crowd exploded.
Trie first half saw the Scots come
out nervous and tentative. Wooster
committed six turnovers early in the
half, and at one point they trailed
Heidelberg by a score of 24-1-4.
Wooster kept its composure andwas
able to cut the lead thanks in large
please see SCOTS, page 2
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By ANDY DUKER
.The Joint Presidential Searchand
Screening committee made its rec-
ommendation to the Trustee Execu-
tive Committee Wednesday morn-
ing by advancing two candidate
names in priority order, completing
their role in the search process. The
Executive Committee will autho-
rize the negotiation of the terms of
employment with a specific candi-
date Mar. 8, and the full Board of
Trustees will then elect the next
President. The decision is planned
to be announced during their April
6--8 meeting.
Also this week, fourth candidate
Susanne Woods visited campus
Monday, (see page 2), meeting with
students.facnlty and administrators.
According to Mark Wilson, chairof
the Faculty Search Committee,
Woods declined her nomination ear-li- er
in the search process, and later
decided to look into Wooster more
carefully and become a candidate.
Faculty in Council may
By ZACHARY VEZLLEUX .
The Committee onCommittees is
considering an increase in the num-
ber of faculty representatives to
Cainpus Council. The recommen-
dation is among proposed changes
to the faculty committee structure,
which currently consists of five
elected and 16 appointed commit-
tees. Both Campus Council and the
Committee on Committees are part
of this structure.
According to Henry Kreuzman,
chair of the Qxrunittee on Commit-
tees, the faculty will take an advi-
sory vote on the recommendations
at Monday's faculty meeting.
The recotnmendauon would in
crease the number of faculty sitting
on Council from three to five and
would also change how the repre-
sentatives are selected, Kreuzman
said. The current selection process
is an "appointed process.' Accord-
ing to Kreuzman, "people say 'I
would like to be on this committee
and then Committee on Committee
meets and tries to get everybody in
the slot they are best suited for and
most interested in." The faculty as
a whole then approves the selec
Scots
'Temptation
Woods cited two reasons for ini-
tially declining her nomination. She
was in the middle of a major cur-
riculum reform at Franklin and
Marshall College and was afraid it
mightsuffer ifshe left. She was also
hesitant to move inland, saying "I'm
Please see Page 2 for
more information
on the fourth finalist
a costal person.' She said she
changed hermind about three weeks
ago after learning more about
Wooster and talking with some
people whose opinion she respected.
"I was very impressed with
Wooster," she said.
The College-hire- d consultant
from A. T. Kearney had been talk-
ing to Woods "off and on" for the
last six months, Wilson said. Part of
the consultant's job is to keep track
of the possible candidates, and pay
tions. The newprocess would be an .
open election where any faculty
member can be nominated andvoted
on by the faculty. Council was
originally an elected committee; it
was changed to an appointed com-
mittee in 1974-7- 5 when the Com-
mittee on Committees last over-
hauled the committee structure.
Council currenUycorisists ofthree
administrators, three faculty and
nine voting students. The students
are selected by their sponsoring or-
ganization or, in the case of at-lar- ge
members, are elected by the stu-
dents as a whole.
"Campus Council is a really im-
portant committee on campus. It
sets the agenda on a wide variety of
issues. ... Yet faculty are very hesi-
tant to get on this committee," be-
cause of the work and responsiblity
involved, Kreuzman said. "Wewant
to encourage the faculty by chang-
ing the way the faculty choose the
representation to this committee,"
he said.
Kruezman also supported the in-
crease. "You'd be getting an assur-
ance that those faculty members
could speak with the authority of the
faculty," he said. Another motiva
Sports
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close attention to those that seem to
fit the College's criteria, he added.
Woods accepted ner nomination and
was interviewed by members of the
Joint Committee on Feb. 18.
"From the beginning, she ap-
peared to be a very qualified candi-
date," Wilson said. He stated that
Woods' late acceptance should not
affect the campus community's per-
ception of her candidacy.
"We've had a lot of good people
decline the nomination for a variety
of reasons,' he said. "Originally
declining a nomination is in no way
an indicator of the quality ofa can-
didate or the commitment of the
candidate to the institution now. If
anything, it shows that she made a
very deliberate decision after she
did some research. That seems lobe
an admirable thing.' -
Although the Joint committee,
made up of faculty and trustees, has
not yet disbanded, "just in case,"
according to Wilson, "as far as we
know, we re done.
increase
tion for the change is a result of an
increase in student representation to
Council from six to nine mem-
bers several years ago. "That
threw the balance way out,"
Kreuzman said.
"These two things need to be
done, I think, to make Campus Coun-
cil stronger and more representative
of the community for the faculty
for the entire College," Kruezman
said.
Council chair Peter Hahn '95
agreed, saying, "I think it's a very
good idea because Campus Council
is not a student organization, it's an
organization set up by the trustees to
represent all the constituencies. ...
It's only a student organization in so
far as students sit on it." He added
that "by having more faculty repre-
sentation on Council it will help the
faculty take Council more seriously.
... If the faculty are under-represente- d.
Council's ability to serve
the campus will be hindered."
"I guess I can see it from both
perspectives." said Pam Frese, a
current faculty representative to
Council. "I think it would be better
please see FACULTY, page 2
Viewpoints
Editorials, cartoons,
columns and letters to
the editor
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Tosrigit--Mosr- ly dear. Low around 2a . t
SatardaT camfame followed by increasmg cloudiness. Not as cold
with a high in the mid 40s.
Saaday rain likely. Lows 30 to 4a Highs 45 to 50. '
News Briefs
NATIONAL
THE WHITE HOUSE: President Clinton says Senate Republicans have
only themselves to blamcfor the defeat of tfaebalaiicedbodgetainendnirnt
yesterday. Clinton blames the fact that Republicans refused to guarantee
Social Security protection and. therefore, lost potential Democratic rotes.
Although Clinton opposes the amendment, which lost by two votes in the
Senate, he says that he is ready to work with Republicans to cat the deficit.
fininnrfiwfn www Agents in trtirar
would benefit the elderly.
SEATTLE; A Seattle courthouse shooting has left two women dead and
coecritically injured. One of the victims of the King County Courthouse
shooting was a woman who was eight months pregnant. Doctors were
unable to save the baby. Police say they are holding the alleged gunman in
custody and he is being questioned. They have not yetbeen able to identify
him. but it appears that be knew all of the women.
NEW YORK: American Catholics are celebrating over thenewsofPope
John Paul IT irnpending visit nextOctober. Last vear the pope had planned
to visit the dioceses of New York, Brooklyn, Newark, New Jersey and
Baltimore. Histripwaspostrxmedduetohiship-repLaceme- m The
Vatican now says heU make the trip this fall, arriving in Newark on Oct.
4 and leaving from Baltimore on Oct. 8.
LOS ANGELES: OJ. Simpson defense witness Rosa Lopez says she
didn't go to police with information even though they were right outside her
frontdoor. Earlier Lopez testified that she saw Simpson's Bronco outside
his house the night that Nicole Brown Simpson and Ronald Goldman were
murdered, however under cross-examinati- on today she admitted that she
wasn't sure about all the times she saw the Bronco.
INTERNATIONAL
MOGADISHU, Somalia: US. Marines barked into the sea after provid-iq-g
cover for the final pull-o- ut of a multinational peacekeeping force. A
senior official at the Pentagon says that the last riase c the operation to
withdraw the ILS. contingent from the shores of the capital. Mogadishu,
took about four hours and was "mcident-free- ." It marked me end of a two
year United Nations intervention that ultimately coat S2 billion (toflars and
the lives of more than 100 peacekeepers.
LONDON: Barings bank, once a world Danking heavyweight, now might
be sold for a British pound. Bank officials favor the Seal in which a Dutch
financial group could take over the Lorjdon-base-d bank fee the total sum of
one pound. Authorities say an employee backing a horribly bad financial
bet broke the bank. Nick Leeson, the suspected perpetrator, has been
captured by authorities in Germany.
MONTEVIDEO, Uragaay: Ecuador and Peru's foreign ministers met
on Wednesday to sign a peace declaration which commined both sides to
respect an immediate cease-fir-e. A 40-square-m- Oe area ofAmazon jungle
has been the cause of dispute since Jan. 26
TEHRAN, Iran: The Quatar News Agency reported c Wednesday that
ban has denied that it set op anti-aircr-aft missiles on disputed islands at the
Persian Gulfnuth, which u a keyed tanker route. Gen. John Shalikashvili.
chairman of the VS. Joint Chiefs of Staff, said the missiles could threaten
the waterway.
National and international news briefs compiled by JEN
O'CALLOGHAN with information from Wire Services, The New York
Tunes and The Akron Beacon. Journal
Weaker information from the National Weather Service.
Police Briefs
Criminal damaging was reported on Feb. 23 m Kenarden Lodge. A
LaserWriter printer suffered $350 in damage.
Faculty
continued from front page
to have more faculty than less, not
because'we wish to dominate the
discussion," but because there are
times when faculty can'tmake meet-
ings, she said. "I know that all of us
os ue GoiBXOJtsee right Bor arc id
1 "TrMfif xfrwy V
lito Weather
The Student Government Asso-
ciation reacted negatively to an in-
crease in faculty membership on
Council without an increase in stn--
jtsps Ysa?Tryyp
They passed a motion Wednes-
day to recommend that the repre--
i to Council discourage toe
Th-Woost-
ek VoicbNews
By ZA CHARY VEHXEUX
Thelburth candidate for the Col-
lege presidency is Susanne Woods.
Woods is currently vice-presid- ent
for academic affairs and dean of the
ccJlegeatPianklm and Marshall Col-
lege in Lancaster, Perm. She is also
a professor ofEnglish at F A M and
an adjunct professor of English at
Brown University.
Woods received her B.A. and
MA. from the University of Calif..
Los Angeles and her PhJX from
Colombia University. She holds an
honorary M--A. from Brown Univer-
sity. Woods is the only one of the
four finalists who is single.
"I believe that we are rathe middle
ofa rnajor revolution," Woods said,
"about bow we acquire knowledge
and how we assimilate and use it."
She -- said she is interested in the
position because she feels Wooster
is the ideal place to be during this
revolution. "I am interested in be
Council considers
non-Gree-k inductions
By SUSAN Wl I I STOCK
Campus Council is. considering
restructuring the Greek. Life Com-
mittee in order to accomodate non-- "
Greek campus organisations which
participate in induction and selec-
tion processes. Sarah Fuller '95.
chairof the charter committee, said,
"We've been trying all year to be-
come more consistent in bow we
treat aU organizations."
While all Greek organizations'
new member education policies are
monitored by the College through
GLC, "other groups on campus that
have education polices were not
being monitored in any way," said
Fuller. This inconsistency was no-
ticed by the charw committee while
evaluating different organizations'
charters far next year.
Council is considering several
options to deal with the inconsis-
tency. One option is to form a new
umbrella committee, tentatively
tided Leadership and Membership
Evaluation, which would serve as
an all encompassing organization
with two subcommittees, GLC and
another to deal with non-Gree- k or-
ganizations. According to Darnell
Wyche, Campus Council's repre
added.
"From an SGA perspective, I'm
naturally going to be hesitant when
the faculty try to add more seats to
Campus Council because Cooncfls,-on- e
of the last student outlets where
they can be on equal footing with
tbo fttfnirniflf sU kti Ossogo Flot
97. SGA repreaeotative to Coondl
ssL . v .
Susanne Woods
ing involved with a liberal arts col-
lege that recognizes the value of a
liberal arts education.'' she said.
Woods felt the role of the presi-de-nt
was multi-facete- d. "It is inevi-
tably the role of the president to try
to make money for the College,"
Woods said. She also said the would
warn to teach regularly after her first
year as president, because teaching
is the only way to get a sense of the
ttwVtf, She said her national back-
ground would be an asset to the
College: "I know a lot ofpeople...
I know pretty much what's going on
in the world right now," she said.
She added that her experience with
budgets would also help qualify her
for the job of president.
"I believe very strongly in en-
couraging a diverse faculty, staff
and student environment," Woods
said. Woods also expressed her
support of the First-ye- ar Seminar
and Independent Study programs.
She said she felt security on campus
sentative to GLC, "GLC will not be
changed, nor will it be altered." At
Tuesday's Council meeting, the
' charter committee presented an op--
boo ofa rew committee, the Induc-
tion and Selection Process Arproval
Committee, which could either be
mcorporaled into GLC as a sub-commitlee,orserveutheno- n-jreek
committee under LAME. ISPAC
would have a different composition
of students than GLC However,
"there win be overlap to build offof
GLCs experience with building
proposals and dealing with other
membership selection processes,"
Wyche said.
Fuller said they are considering
these options, "mainly for the sake
of consistency and to protect stu-
dents and the College from potential
problems that could arise." She
explained that the College is pro-
tected from lawsuits as long as there
is a system set up to regulate and
monitor hazing.
Groups that could fall under
ISPAC jursidiction include
Harambee and Circle K. "While
specific organizations sparked the
debate," Fuller said,"itis notaimed
at those groups. It is applicable to
aH"
Other recommendations of the
Committee on Committees were the
abolishing of three faculty commit-
teei the Library, Athletics and
Admissions Committees each of
which, according toKreuzman, sug-
gested t4f own ai rtlm i it , andthe formation of a new onmminee,
the Craapntiaf and Iaformatioa
' Commutpe.
.
, . .
--
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was "terribly important."
She does not feel, based on what
she's heard, tbat the Greek system at
Wocstuaina problem. "What-
ever you're doing, it's not afl that
bad," she said, but she did express
concerns about "ancient traditions
for getting drunk and causing
trouble."
Woods also supported student par-
ticipation in certain administrative
affairs, saying "If there is a desire
for student participation, then it
ought tobe tapped." She added, "At
least on some levels, students have a
better gut sense."
She also expressed an interest in
dealing with students on a personal
level: "I would certainly like to be
involved in campus life," including
intercollegiate sports and student
performances, as much as the stu-den- ts
would liketit and her "stamina
will allow." She also mentioned
setting up regular office hours for
students.
Scots
continued from frontpage
part to the spirited play of forward
Scott Meech 9S. who hit two key
three pointers near the end of the1
firsthalf to allow the Scots to go into!
the locker room ahead, 34-3- 2. I
-
"The key to the game was wbes
Meech hit two threes in a row-whe- n '
we were up by 10," said Heidelberg
head coach John HilL"WedidaheU
of a job holding them down on the
perimeter except for Meech's two
shots. We could have won the game
by shutting him down."
While Hill points to individual
performance for the key to the win,
the Wooster players and coaches
felt defense and teamwork won the
game.
Individually for the Scots. Cline
led the way with 17 points and a
career-hig-h 17 rebounds. Meech
added 18 points, five rebounds, and
fourassists. Bradley played a strong
all-arou- nd game scoring six points,
pulling down nine rebounds, aad
dishing out six assists.
"I felt confident with my shot,"
said Meech.
dine continued saying, "The top
of the key is his Meech's shot, and
they kept giving it to him."
Tomorrow night, Wooster will
host Kenyon, a team it has defeated
twice already this season. The Scot
players and coaches hope to have
the same support from the fans they
did last night
"They the crowd were a big part
of our win tonight," said Cline.
"When we were down, they kept us
going. We hope they come out and
support us on Saturday ." '
"We appreciate their support,"
said Wooster head coach Steve
Moore.
Tip-o- ff tumouow night is 7JO
,2rt2an$9&&
Clergy Academy concludes
Globalization of trade
By SUSAN WITTSTOCK
The College welcomed the fanner
United Stales trade ambassador for
the Bosh administration Tuesday
night for the final installation of the
Great Decisions scries. CarlarfiHs,
whose lecture was entitled "Profit-
ing frcnaEramGlc Trade,"
analyzed the future of trade and in-vestnKatmax- apkOy
changing world
economy.
Hills focused on the Uruguay
Round of trade liberalization nego-tiario- ns
and the lamificartont of this
agreement which went into effect
onJan. 1. Hills said the agreement,
"expands business opportunities
worldwide,'' and that its reductions
in tariffs will, "boost the world's
output by five trillion over the next
decade."
The Uruaguay Round, which was
operated under the General Agree-roe-nt
onTariffs and Trade, created a
World Trade Organization which
will be responsible for administer-
ing the new regulations. According
to HOI, the WTO win be operating
as a ministerial institution whose
ministers will meetevery twoyears,
"unlike the passes in GATT."
Wis emphasised that the Uru-
guay Round was only a start to the
negotiations that need to occur be-
tween states. "The WTO must
NOW LEASING
For Smaa 1995 A School Year 1995-9- 6
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address unfinished business at Uru-
guay," IH said, citing as examples
fmancial services, trieoornmnnica-tion- s,
and food and agricultural is-
sues. Further talks are planned, ac-
cording to Hfll,wbo added mat the
countries involved at Uruguay,
"agreed to continue negotiations
There was broad recognition that
we need to move farther on the rales
of investments."
How successful will it be in deal-in- g
with these issues? "I think itwill
make progress butitwon't be smooth
sailing.' she said. As an example,
she pointed out the existence of 24
applicants to the WTO, including
China, Russia and Taiwan. As me
WTO's admissions grow, it will be,
"harder to reach consensus. Coon-tri- es
can more quickly reach agree-
ments on a regional basis," Hills
said.
Hills looked at different world
regions and summarized where she
felt they were in terms of trade and
integrating themselves into a global
economy. Hills approved of the
North American Trade Agreement.
It provided for "clear rules that pro-
tect the investor. ... As a result, all
three countries have experienced
substantial trade expansion. ... Un-
fortunately, these positive outcomes
are overshadowed by Mexico's cur-
rent financial crisis." Hills feels
This week the Clergy Acadesay
coBCfaaded with a leciuc givea
by Samd Marrefl of the
rellgfcMf stadies ami Mack
stadksdepartBMals. MarreD
spoke oa "A Prophetic
Response to Oar Spiral of
Violence" aad briefly saauwd
oa the learns of the Acadeaiy.
FoOowiag MarreD'a formal
prescBtatioa, the Wooster
Gospel Choir performed two
snags. "Speak Peace," a song of
sappBcatioa, was followed by
The Potter's House," "one of
last semester's favorites,"
accordJag to the director Joyce
Mason,
JON SETTZ
analyzed
that,"rhepiovisionscfNAFTAhave
nothing to do with Mexico's eco-
nomic crisis."
Markets are opening up in Asia as
well. Hills said. "Our countries, in
order to stay globally competitive,
must invest in Asia." China is a
major player in mis market, accord-
ing to Hffl, "How it deals with eco-
nomic, political and international
issues win have a tremendous im-
pact on the region and the world at
large If China does not play by
the rules Ucould wreakhavoc on the
world system." She feels China's
toughest economic challenge is to
move in an orderly fashion from a
central government plan to a more
market-orient- ed system.
Hflls also looked at the market in
Eastern Europe and in Russia, say-
ing, "After the Cold War, mere was
optimism that the West could
rejuvenize the market. Many saw
investing in the region as the grounds
for rebuilding and a chance to cap-
ture markets.'
Eastern Europe has been more
successful than Russia, Hills said,
and despite inflation, growth is tak-
ing hold. "Russia's outlook is less
optimistic," Hills said, citing the
contracted economy and the small
number of enthusiastic economic
reformers in President Yeltsin's
cabinet.
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Students concerned
about mass
By AARON RUPERT
Students expressed exjocernaboot
mass mailings on campns Toesday
wim"" representatives of the Envi-
ronmental Task Force, a committee
of faculty and administration who
are to deal with student environ-
mental concerns. The public meet-
ing was held in Lowry Pit.
This is an effort to reestablish
communication with the Environ-
mental Task Force,'' said Nathaniel
Hitt "97, member of Environmental
Concerns of Students. He explained
that the ETF bad not met since No-
vember and that ECOS wanted to
make it active again.
The ETF is a seven member com-
mittee created in the summer of1990
when recycling was instituted on
the campus. Two members of the
ETF, Gary Thompson, director of
human services, and Jody Smith, of
transportation and trucking, were
present.
Thompson said the ETF had not
met since November since, "there
were no more items on our agenda
... We decided to meet again when
we had concerns to discuss."
"Mass mailings are the biggest
environmental problem on campus,"
said student speaker Matt Ziegler
trahon formed a committer, to give
aofofiong to environmental and lo-
gistical problems in the mail room a
year ago. "Everyone generally
agrees mass mailings are wasteful,"
said Ziegler.
One suggestion for a committee
that Ziegler and others would like to
implement is a student information
center placed where the front desk
Center for Overseas Undergraduate Programs
Year and Semester Programs in Paris
INFORMATION SESSION
Wednesday, March 8
11 a.m. -- 1 p.m.
Lowry Center Lobby
Applications are now being accepted for the Fall '95
semester and for the 1995-9- 6 academic year.
As a COUP student you will be able to:
Design a course of studies matching your academic needs
Choose from offerings at the University of Paris, at specialized
institutes, or from our own courses
Have the option of staying with
own housing arrangements
r
mailings
is. Bulletins and notices would be
posted, with copies available for stu-
dents who request them. This is
something that may have an initial
investment," said Ziegler, "but may
save money in the future."
Mike Gorrell, manager of the
Lowry post office, was on hand to
answer some questions the students
had. "A lot of us are concerned with
the environment," said GorrelL He
suggested taking these ideas to Presi-
dent Copeland, and having more
staff members and organizations use
e-m- ail instead of the post office.
Another proposal, Gorrell said, is
charging departments when they
want to do a mass mailing to deter
them from it
Members of ECOS gave sugges-
tions to the ETF. Among these were;
finding a way to deal with the food
waste at Lowry and Kittredge, per-
haps even composting; getting
Xerox machines that can print on
both sides of the paper; finding an
alternative to salting the roads; and
finding a way to do away with the
cover sheets for all printed material
at Taylor.
After the discussion, Thompson
stated that ETF will be meeting in
the near future to discuss the con-
cerns brought up by students. "I
think the meeting was beneficial ,"
said Thompson, "and I hope the
ccflTmpnication was two-wa- y, and
that people don't think 'Well, now
we've told them, so we can let them
handle it,'" indicating his hope for
continued student involvement.
To illustrate the large mass mail-
ings, ECOS members had the con-
tents ofa recycling bin, mainly mass
mailings, strewn around the Pit.
a French family or making your
For further information come to:
Lowry Center Lobby
Wednesday, March 8 from
- 11 a.m. to.1 p.m..
Paje 4 -
Greek housing
sections reshuffled
By KKISTEN DEMALINE
la boosing derisions made this
week. Sections Pfai Omega Sigma
and Xi daiPai lost sectional boos-
ing, while Phi Delia Sigma and Beta
Kappa Phi gained sections for the
1993-9- 6 academic yearMthas been
eight years since the Defcs last had
sectional boosing: it has been two
years for the Debs. According to
Inter-Gree- k Council chair Josh
Miner '95. dobs Epsilon Kappa
Omicrou, Delta Theta Psi and Pi
Kappa wiS each have one floor in
the eighth section and win share
lounge privileges. ZeaPti Gamma,
Phi Sigma Alpha, and Kappa Chi
kept sectional boosing and lounges.
According to Miner, boosing de-
risions are made according to two
main factors: the amount of dam-
ages to the section and the number
of members of the groups. In order
to receive fall section space and
lounge privileges, there must be 28
members; to have a full section,
there must be 42.
Jim Morse 97. the current Delt
president. nik "We've worked very
hard to change our image. We're
thrilled to have both the section and
the lounae." Andy VeQensa 96.
incoming Delt president, said
"We're pleased that we have been
trusted enough to have been given a
lounge.' He also said that the group
was hoping to use a pool table to
possibly offer both Inter-Gree- k dart
and pool tournaments.
Beta presidentKen Gude 95 said.
We're obviously very happy to have
a section again." This is the first
year the Betas were eligible to apply
ANNOUNCING
Capital University's
Summer Institute
in Science and Mathematics
Jane 14-Ju- ly 14 and July 18-Au-g. 14
This summer program offers courses for college and university
students majoring to pre-dentist- ry, pre-medici- ne, pre-veterin- ary
medicine, chemistry, biology, pharmacy, optometry and nutri-
tion. Each course is equivalent to Capital's regular semester
courses, but taught in an accelerated format.
Course offerings include:
Physics Biochemistry Organic Chemistry
Calculus Genetics Freshman Chemistry
For morelyATllAli OvDirector.
UNIVERSITY (614)
COLCHSUa. oaio
for sectional noosing after a two-ye-ar
suspension. , "We've instituted
a lot of changes since our removal
from campus and hope tobring these
changes regarding in-ho- ose respect
and respect of each other to our
section next year.'
Jams Stennett 95.EKO president
, said. "I think the boosing deci-
sion was handled very fairly in re-
gards to our group." Currently the
EKOs have two floors of the eighth
section. When asked how Stennett
anticipated handling the shared
lounge in (he eighth section, she
said "We haven't discussed it
mnch...itU take some planning and
organization, but Tm not worried
about it."
Janet Murray 97 spoke on behalf
of theThetas, saying "We're happy
tohave the opportunity for one-thi-rd
of the lounge, and are happy to be
sharing the lounge. The shared
lounge will work oat well; I'm sure
well aU compromise to get things
done."
Peanut president Jul Chokey 95
said, "We're very disappointed; we
wanted rwo floors and a lounge. But
it is a small success and we sull get
to share a lounge." Chokey feels
that the shared eighth section lounge
"will work out fairly welL"
Speaking on behalf of the Ome-
gas, Eric Williams 97 said. "Over-
all, they could have looked at the
applications harder and asked us
how we felt about things. They
didn't look at the situation hard
enough."
Xi Chi president Dave Arthur 95
said, "We had the numbers but we
didn't have their numbers."
information, call Karla Davis,
at f6I41 236-610- 0 or
e-m- ail: kdaviscapital.edu
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SGA encourages voting
By KSISTEN DEMALINE
SGA kicked off their Wooster
Votes campaign, designed to in-
crease student voting practices.
Wednesday in Lowry. Senator
Emily Durham 96 proposed the
program, which has four main com-
ponents: to register students to vote
in Wayne County if they desire, to
assist in the process of application
for absentee ballots, to introduce an
accessible from individual
rooms and to send information to all
mcoming first-yea-rs enabling them
to register to vote inWayne County.
The program originated based on
the fact that, as Durham said. "Our
age group is the lowest percent vot-
ing population and the least of any
other past generation in history.
Students havenever voted so little."
SGA sponsored the event in an
effort to streamline the other organi-
zations on campus who have held
voting campaigns this year. Durham
and SGA Vice President Jim Beck
.both registeredvotenm Wayne
County, are official deputy regis-tra-rs
to register anyone to vote in the
state of Ohio. Durham may also
register Missouri voters. .
Lewis to be
ByZACHARY VEH-LEU-X
The PNrafy"f CiWw"ifnf has
selected Todd Lewis 97 to be the
editor in chief of the Voice for the
1995-9- 6 school year.
Lewis, a political science major
from Montgomery, AUl, iscurrently
off-camp- us working as a unix sys
tems administrator in Birmingham,
Ala where he is helping to found an
internet access company. He wiU
return to campus next fall. Lewis
has worked for the Voice as View-
points Editor and as a staff writer.
He plans a history and philosophy
Do You Need:
1) AIRLINE TICKETS
2) SPRING BREAK
SKIING BEACH
HOME
3) FREE DELIVERY
4) GUARANTEED
LOWEST FARES
ROFRER CRUISE & TRAVEL
CALL TODAY AT 245-775- 5
Flowers A
: C(fts
149RCk-t-St.
. (S00) 724654
Tear aU tccaaimflori.
10 muim dim-ur- n jtmt am
rtgular prkad kaamatckad as
atWt
WewirellewarfaaaartktwerU.
major eradil cards acotaud.
The general absentee ballot form
distributed during and after the cam-pei- gn
kickoff is valid nearly every-
where. The information oo the sheet
is that specifically requested by the .
Secretary of the State of Ohio.
Wayne County, and St. Louis
County, Mo.
SGAcoIlected me addresses, tele-
phone and fax numbers for every
Board ofElections and Registrar in
the country. The information is in-
dexed by stale and kept ma binder
for students to use when they need
addresses or other pertinent infor-
mation. .
The online computer votingfroll-ta- g
system is one developed at
Kenyan College by a psychology
student for the purpose of confiden-
tial polling in studies. Academic
Computing Services is currently
preparing the program to be com-patib- ie
with Woofer's network. The
program creates a random order
when conducting polls and would
be available to any organization on
campus for elections, as well as to
senior LS. students for data collec-
tion. During elections, the program
can also ensure that students cannot
vote twice. "The program can help
a lot of organizations who have a
1995-9- 6 Voice editor
double minor.
"Tbe-conunio-
ee was Impressed
by Lewis' writing skills, his com-
puter experience and expertise, and
his considerable interest in continu-in- g
to improve the Voice while also
drawing upon his past strengths and
achievements," said Daniel Bourne,
chair of the committee.
Lewis said he was interested in
the editorship because, "I think the
student newspaper has a great abil-
ity to improve the quality ofstudent
life and I think mat good reporting
and good journalism is never a waste
of time."
Historic Otxzholt Hocsz
Bra & Buaxtast
1473 BeoB An. Wooster, OH 44691
Fk 216-26343-00 or 1400-99246- 43
LmMtdlUactiaarmtfLnrj.
COJT. sarvaa Mag ad tad
mdHSx9MtBawtkrwArU
Special Orders
Special Service
Morwfcy-Stural- ay 10-- 9
SimUy 1- -5
The VibosicT Book Company
.wkert minds and anataaHcms meet
209 ieat Lftwrty St. Downtown Wooatar
(216)262-166- 0
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hard time getting all of the members
together to vote and have to worry
about proxy voting," Durham said.
. One element of Wooster Voles
win begin this summer, when ab-
sentee ballot applications and vot-
ing applications for Wayne County
will be mailed to all incoming first-year- s.
The program wiU be held annu-
ally; as of yet SGA has not deter-
mined in which semester during the
1995-9- 6 scbool year it will hold the
kickorT. The bolder of information
and applications will be available
throughout the year. SGA plans to
make the applications available in a
variety of locations around campus,
possibly including the Dean of Stu-
dents Office, the SGA office, and
the Registrar's office.
Durham fefc that"WoosterVotes"
was a good way to get students in-
volved in outside events and bring
the real world in. The program
encourages students to become a
part of the electoral process, be-
cause "a liberal arts school should
prepare students to be a member of
the community.
According to Durham,"The Sen-
ate has helped out a la and has been
very supportive."
. Asked about his plans for the
. VWc,Ixwkaaid;MIhOf)etowork--- w
on the layout to make me Voice .
more readable and more enjoyable
for our readers. Also. I intend to do
more in-de- pth and investigative re-
porting. Mostly, though, I intend to
maintain the improvements put in
place by my two predecessors."
Lewis is also involved in Model
UN, Student Government Associa-
tion and the Lead. ..or Leavepoliti-
cal youth advocacy group.
Lewis wiU be accepting applica-
tions' for Voice staff positions after
spring break.
Oil&UI&Uiilvl
udl itiitfl
Scholarships
Fellowships
Grants
Internslupa
Cooperative Work-Stud- y Programs
Computerized
Report within 48 hrs.
Computer Gives the Details
345-622-3
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Wooster Insight
A rose by any other name
Campus Council seems to have admirable intentions in its attempt to
clarify the uniqueness of the club and section system on campus by
discarding the term "Greek." Changing a name, however, is purely a
superficial way ofdealing with thereal issue: die fact that the Collegedoes
not like the image that the Greek system gives to our campus, and wishes
to distance itself from the fraternities and sororities of other colleges.
Referring to our clubs and sections with a different term is the wrong way
to go about dealing with this image. If it looks like a duck, and smells tike
a duck, and tastes like a duck, then it's a duck. Changing the "Greek'' label
but not the Greek letters, as Campus Council proposes to do, will not
accomplish anything productiveand will only canse confusion. According
to the Greek-Lif-e Committee, "Greek" best describes their crganizatkns.
It would pebcth unnecessary and ineffective to change it
Theories abound on fourth candidate
The entire presidential search has taken place underwhatcould easily be
classified as dubious circumstances. The recent addition of a fourth
candidate has caused even greater levels of suspicion among students who
alreadyfeel as though die sdministraikw arid trostees have aflbtttsb them
out of the process.
According to Susanne Woods, die mysterious fourth candidate herself.
she was nominated for the candidacy twice and declined twice before
somebody ccfrvinced her to go through with the interview process. Why
has this obviously wen-qualifie- d candidate been seemingly coerced into
reluctantly applying? Is it fair to the other three finalists to introduce
another candidate at such a late date? Is there somebody influential who,
for some reason, has an interest in Woods becoming president? Are the
trustees unsatisfied with the other finalists, and, if so, why were they
selected to be finalists?
Because the trustees and the adniinistration have again keptus in medark,
students are again asking questions and formulating their own theories. If
there are legitimate reasons why this candidate should be considered, for
everybody's good, we deserve to know:.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial
board and not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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A reading list on
homosexuality
As a member of this rational and
scholarly, community mat we call
The College ofWooster. Ihave been
surprised at and dismayed by the
tone ofmuch of the recent dialogue
on homosexuality that has appeared
in die Voice over the past few
months. To those, gay or non-ga-y,
who have some interest in exploring
the moral, cultural, and linguistic
worlds in which Biblical references
to homosexuality had been made, I
recommend the masterful study en-
titled Christianity, Social Tolerance,
and Homosexuality. Its author is
John Boswell, who was chair of the
History Department at Yale Univer-
sity before his death last December.
Another book I recommend
again toboth gay and non-ga-y people
- is Gay Spirit: Myth and Meaning,
acollection ofessays edited byMark
Thompson. Reading this may lead
some ofyou to realize that gaypeople
are set apart by more than just their
attraction to persons of the same
sex.
I especially encourage a reading
of these books by those ofyou who
choose, for "Yeligious" reasons, to
condemn gay people. You stand
behind the robes ofGod and attempt
to use them as a veil for your preju-
dice. Your offerto"hate the sin sic
but love the sinner sic" is but a
ploy to pull in those who, feeling
unloved, arehungry for conipankn-shi-p
and community. But, like the
fisher who threads his hook with a
worm, you misuse that which is truly
Christian (acceptance and loving
kindness) to hide the lethal barb of
your bigotry. For years we have
seen your movies, we have acted in
yourplays, we have sung your songs.
BT aaMaaaaaaawBBa-BBd- kl Oaf W I
V
Letters
ami we have read your books; surely
you can now read two of ours.
THEODOR DUDA
Assistant Professor of Music
A few forensic
clarifications
We would like to express ourcon-
cerns regarding the Feb. 24 article
on the forensks team.
We realize that many Wooster
students and faculty did not know
that a campus forensics team ex-
isted and that many who did know
dismissed the fact-- However, for
those ofus on the team, speech is an
extremely influential part of our
lives. Because the speech team is so
vitally important to us, we were dis-
turbed by the many inaccuracies in
the article.
The article implied that students
on the team prepare for the then-event-s
on theirown or with the gen-
eral helpofthe other team members.
This is untrue. Wedo have an excel-
lent and knowledgeable coach.
Megan Goldman has been the stu-
dent coach for the past three years,
devoting much of her free time and
energy to the team. She uses her
experience to coach us far more ef-
fectively than any amateur group
effort could ever manage.
The article was mistaken in stat-in-g
that Duo and Dramatic Interpre-
tation are the same event. Itwas also
very unclear about other events in
which students participate. There
are four "reading" events: Prose,
Poetry, Dramatic Interpretation and
Duo. In Prose Poetry the speaker
reads a selection from a published
written non-drama- tic work. Dra-
matic Interpretation and Duo are
both readings of scenes from plays.
However, Dramatic faterpretation
is a solo event where one speaker
plays all die roles. No other events
-were mentioned in the article, but
there are many non-readi- ng events.
Students can give prepared original
speeches in informative, persuasive
and After-Dinn- er Speaking. There
arealso Impromptu and Extempora-
neous speaking, in which a speaker
is given a limited amount of time to
devise and present a speech.
Qualification for the national tour-
nament was another area in which
the article was misleading. It is not
merely the top three students in an
event at a tournament who qualify.
In most tournaments there are two
or three preliminary rounds and then
a final round. In large tournaments,
those that have nine ormore schools,
it is the six finalists in the event who
qualify, and in smaller tournaments
it can be as few as the two top
students or even the sole winner.
There are currently four members
on our team often who have quali-
fied to compete at Nationals. This
brings recognition to the school,
because every time a Wooster stu-
dent places in finals, the College is
acknowledged. There has only been
one tournament where no Wooster
team member has made finals.
Being on the speech team is not
just hard work and competition; it is
also a very rewarding experience.
This is why we felt it necessary to
bring these issues to the attention of
the campus. We hope that students
now have a better understanding of
what the forensics team is and how
it contributes to the college.
DEBORAH S. JACOBSON
HEATHER N. WILSON
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'Greek' label does not fit
Campus Council searches for alternatives
Campus Council affirms tbe positive role
that chibs and sectkns play m the life of the
College. Wc believe that dubs and sections
at Wooster have evolved and continue to
evolve into a unique system of social organi-
zations unlike fraternities and sororities else-
where. For example, a relatively small per-
centage (about 20 percent) of Wooster's
students are members ofclubs and sections,
club and section parties are open to all mem-
bers of tbe campus community, dubs sod
sections are involved in service activities,
new members must be in good academic
standing, "instant activation" of new mem-
bers has reduced tbe occasion for hazing,
and anti-faazi- ng education for members and
prospective members has increased campus
awareness of the hazing issue.
We urge dubs and sections to do more to
increase tbe campus community's aware-
ness of tbe uniqueness of social organiza-
tions at Wooster by addressing in an acces-
sible and public manner such issues as tbe
purpose of clubs and sections at tbe College
of Wooster. the service to tbe community
provided by clubs and sections, inclusivity
exclusivity of membership, and tbe induc-
tion process.
In tandem with this effort, we urge tbe
Admissions Office to reassess its presenta-bo- n
ofclub and section life at tbe College of
Wooster to prospective students so that our
unique system win be presented fully and
accurately.
Because we believe that dubs and sec-
tions M Wooster are different from the"Greek
life of fraternities and sororities elsewhere,
we share the concern expressed by President
Copeland in his letter of 24 August, that the
historical concept of "Greek Life" suggests
practices and ideals that our society has
Last week, after a fourth presi-
dential canfhVlare was announced, I
spoke to a faculty member, an ad-
ministrator, and a member of the
board of trustees, and all three of
them
Benjamin Wachs iddmebow
glad they were that I was interested
in tbe presidential search process.
Last week a faculty member, an
administrator, and a member of the
board of trustees alsoall told me that
I could never get involved in the
presidential search process. This
normally wouldn't bother me; there
is no reason to expect that our board
of trustees would be particularly or-
ganized, but I admit to being an-
noyed that it was the same members
of the faculty, the administration,
and the board of trustees, who told
me they were pleased mat I wanted
to participate but that there was do
way they were going to let me be
involved, shedding big trustee tears
all the whOe. (Trustee tears: the
emotion expressed by someone who
cares enough to sympathize but not
to inconvenience themselves).
The scenario was this: the Presi-
dential Search cccnmitlee happened
to mention to us mere mortals that
they had selected a fourth presiden-
tial finalist, and that on Monday the
same 36 students who mostly didn't
show up the last three times would
be given the chance to mostly not
show op and interview ber as wefl.
By Friday morning it had occurred
to me that, if the majority of the 36
"student leaders" and other assorted
"diver people" weren't going to
attend ibis time too. it might help if
I offered my services as a "substi-
tute student." Why not? I am, after
aH, qualified: not only am I the
president of fencing club (hence stu-
dent leader), and Jewish (hence di-
verse). I'd also show up (hence rel-
evant). I mentioned this idea to a
few other students, they an thought
itwas a good one, and told me that if
needed they wouldbe happy to show
up too. So I called up Deb Hilty, the
Secretary of the College and the
Board of Trustees. Deb Hilty told
me that she thought it was a wonder-
ful idea, that she was very glad I
wanted to participate, and that there
wasn't a chance anyone would let
me. This was my first glimpse of
trustee tears. Deb Hflry explained
that the reason I couldn't help was
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discarded, and even though the practices and
ideals of sections and dubs may in fact be
different from the historical concept, the con-fusi- on
created by tbe revival of the term does
not serve sections and dubs well. The con-
cept is baggage
from the past
which creates un-
necessary misun-
derstanding.
We recognize
also that Campus
Council, in cre-
ating the Greek
Life Committee
and the Inter-Gree- k
Council,
has helped to per-
petuate this con-
fusion.' There-
fore, we join the
president in in-
viting "Sections
and dubs to con-
siderwhether the
atmospherof
exclusivity en
Campus Council is currently
considering alternatives to
the words "Greek" and
"Greeks," to offkall refer
to dnbs and sections on
campus. Council's opinion
is that "Greek" is not an
accurate term, but the Inter-Gree- k
Counsil feels it is an
identity that should not be
lost
gendered by the
concept of 'Greek life' is consistent with the
ideal of inclusion espoused by the College."
Are there alternatives to the term, "Greek"
and "Greeks" that would be acceptable to
--dubs and twrkw and that would communi-
cate better the uniqueness of Woosters sys-
tem? (We are not suggesting that Clubs and
Sections cease to use Greek letters to repre-
sent themselves, any more than we would
suggest thatPhi BetaKappa change its name.)
Damon Hickey and Peter Hahn
wrote this editorial.
If it ain't broke, don't fix it
IGC opposes the name change
The Inter-Gree- k Council would like to take
this opportunity to increase the campus
community's awareness of the uniqueness of
Greek Life at the College ofWooster. We are
aware of the negative connotations that are
associated with the word"Greek,"
however we wish to maintain our
that the trustees wanted all the can-
didates to be interviewed under tbe
exact same conditions, and that
meant new students couldn't be let
in. I didn't understand this. Hadn't
a different mix of the 36 students
been there each time? How would
letting a new student in interfere
with a consistency thatalready didn't
exist? Ms. Hilty explained that this
was the way the trustees wanted it,
and it didn thave to make sense (my
words, not ber's).
Next I called Mark Wilson, the
chair of the Faculty Presidential
Search Committee, and asked him
the same question. He told me that
he was glad I was interested in the
process, trustee tears washing over
the phone, but gave me the same
answer. Consistency was very im-
portant to the trustees. I still didn't
understand. Why couldn't Lor any
student, have substituted for one of
tbe students who never showed up
to any of the interviews? What
would that change? Nope. Consis-
tency was just too inportant to let
logic interfere (my words, not his).
The trustees wanted it that way.
I still couldn't believe it. I wasn't
asking them to change tbe process
identities as Greeks and dispel past
stereotypes. We recognize our-
selves as local fraternities and so-
rorities and believe that we have
established a positive Greek iden-
tity unique to this campus. Similar
to other organizations at this col-
lege, we believe that we should
have the right to maintain the title
that best suits the identity of our
organizations. There are inter-
changeable names to describe our
individual groups; however, we
feel that the words "Greek" and
"Greek Life" best describes our
organizations as a whole.
There are approximately 360
students, 20 percent of the student
body.at the College who are Greek.
Our primary purpose is to serve as
social organizations for members
and the campus community. We provide
rushes, parties, and gatherings thatare open to
the entire campus. Through our social func-
tions we are able to build special friendships,
establish positive relations with other stu-
dents, and maintain relations with Wooster's
Greek Alumni. Internally,Greeks function as
academic support groups.
We also serve as community service orga-
nizations. Examples of community services
are: the American Red Cross blood drive,
Adopt-A-Schoo-L park and recreation services,
service to Wayne County Health Center,
Beware of trustee tears shed on our behalf
so much as let students who would
participate in tbe process replace
those who wouldn't. To try and
point this out,I called up. Jack Dowd.
the chair of the Trustee Presidential
Search Committee. Same story.
"What doyou want me to do?" asked
Mr. Dowd. "Change tbe ground
rules?" He explained to me that it
was very important that the same
pool of students be used each time,
even if different individuals actu-
ally did the mterviewing. It was
consistent that way because nothing
was different, except the people. But
of course, he was glad I had called
and expressed an interest. When I
asked him if he had any comment
about student resentment at theirnot
beingable toparticipate in the search
betc4dme"Wearetrymgtofindthe
best presidentwe can." I waited him
for him to finish,but thatwas it The
result: no extra students who would
have participated got to, and only
about 12 of the 36 students invited
showed up to interview our fourth
candidate.
I believe Mr. Dowd when he says
be is trying to find the bestpresident
be can. I believe everyone who told
ck they arc glad I was expressing an
Adopt-A-Highwa- y, Christian Children's
Fund, the Humane Society, People-to-Peop- le
Ministries, and service to the Boys Village.
In order to ensure that our groups do not
lose the history and traditions that have been
passed down foryears, we set aside two weeks
of each school year to provide new members
with an education period. Each group must
submit a proposal and outline of their activi-
ties that must be approved by the Greek Life
Committee. To participate, the new members
must be in good academic standing with the
College. During this period the currentaenves
meet with the new members and discuss the
history of their respective organizations. Fur-
thermore, current actives create activities to
build friendships between new members and
actives. The new member education period
serves as a foundation for friendships because
each group's members share similar experi-
ences and knowledge of the group's history
and traditions.
We appreciate Campus Council's decision
affirming the positive role that dubs and sec-
tions play in the campus life of the College.
We share the belief that dubs and sections at
Wooster have evolved into a unique system of
social organizations. However, we feel that
we are also similar to Greek organizations on
other campuses. We wear Greek letters, we
pay dues, we provide service to the surround-
ing community, we induct new members, and
we maintain relations with alumni We be-
lieve we liave a Greek system that is unique to
tbe College of Wooster which serves this
campus in a positive manner.' We urge the
Admissions Office to reassess its presentation
ofGreek Life at the College so that our unique
system will be presented fully and accurately.
Josh Miner wrote this editorial.
interest, and mere is no reason to
blame anyone, individually, for the
fact that students who didn't care
about our president were given the
opportunity to select him, while
those were willing to be responsible
were told to sit on the sidelines. But
I do blame institutions for shedding
trustee tears and refusing to help. If
the administration, as a whole, had
really cared about student involve-
ment, they would have put more
effortinto finding students who were
committed enough to show up, and
even replaced students who didn't.
If the faculty, as a whole, had be-
lieved that student participation was
important to the process, they could
have pushed for it harder, and taken
moreof astand. And if tbe trustees,
asabody.cared what anyone thought
of their stealth presidential search,
everyone would have been able to
contribute. Oh well, mistakes hap-
pen, and we should, eventually, let
by-gon- es be by-gon- es. But please,
spare us your trustee tears. Ifyou're
really glad that students want to
jurticipfltcv let tfrnii
Benjamin Wachs is Viewpoints
editorfor the Voice.
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Babcock Hall: A celebration of familiar diversity
By RACHEL POPE
SpringBreakisonlyaweekaway.
Tune for a little sun and a lot of
sleep, and plenty of time to fill out
the application to theprogram dorm
of your choice, conveniently duejust after break. Since you can only
apply to one program dorm, we at
the Voice want to help make your
decision easier. In last week 's pa-
perwtcovertdlifeinDouglass Hall,
home to the humanities and science
program. The series continues this
week with a look at Babcock Hall,
which houses the international pro-
gram.
After mulling over why he's lived
in Babcock Hall for two years, Tim
Cummings 97 said, "I like the at-
mosphere." Sarah Robertson 96
quickly chimed in, "It has a lot less
oxygen, soit makes youalittle more
lightheaded." She added,It's also
diverse. A lot of people on this
campus tend to be closed-minde- d,
because it's such a small campus.
Being in a dorm with such a diver-
sity of people keeps you aware."
Babcock is home to the interna-
tional program; forty percent of its
residents come from other coun-
tries, which means that you have me
nuance of other cultures surround-
ingyou atall times. Different spices
waft from the kitchen, which, from
what I hear, is never empty. And
walking through the halls you chance
upon foreign words. Vivek Khanna
'98 said, There are four distinct
languages spoken regularly on my
floor French. Spanish, German and
English. Plus a girl down the hall
speaks Swahili, and mere's Hindi.''
The international theme inter
twines through the programs
Babcock sponsors. At this week's
dorm meeting, residents discussed
both Marm'Gras and Ides, a Muslim
holiday. Earlier in the year.Babcock
also hosted a Scottish CeQah and a
coffeehouse which combined ama-
teur talent with international food.
The residents ofBabcock think of
their dorm not only as a place to
learn and talk about each other's
culture, but also as a community.
Almost all of the people I inter-
viewed commented on how they
knew just about everyone in the
dorm. Joanna Bohl 97 said, "In
Babcock, if you're walking down
the hall, and somebody's door is
open, you stop and say hello. You
feel free to walk into any room or
talk to anyone." During this inter-
view, laughter kept pouring through
the door from the floor lounge, prov-
ing that people do seem to get along
well. Khanna alsocommented. "Ev-erybo- dy
knows everybody. Forme
it's like home.'
Sky Woodsfellow '98 said
Babcock is"lessprograms andmore
interaction between people." So,
then, the international program is an
experience of people.
Scene students commented on the
exchange ofcultures. TravisNieman
98, whose roommate is from
pan. said."! help my roommate with
the American culture, with little
things like trying to buy a plane,
ticket, or what to look for in a bi-
cycle. And I've gained more of an
international perspective. He tells
me a lot of the differences between
my culture and his. Also his parents
send a lot of Japanese foods, and of
course be lets me try some."
Catherine Todros 9S said,MWben
I took my religion class, I was get--
tmg confused about all thereligions.
so I went to the lounge and started
talking to a Hindu and a Buddhist
We talked about religion all night. I
think that's a great way to learn."
Kate Myers '97 also commented
onthe change ofperspective. "Last
year I watched the Olympics in
Babcock. I'm so used to cheering
for the U.S.A andbeing with people
who cheer for the UJS A. too. But
last year, I was with people who
were cheering for their own coun-
tries and they told me about their .
athletes. It was a whole new per-
spective on the Olympics. I ended
up cheering for teams I never had
cheered for before."
Then there were the lovers of lan-
guage who commented on the ben-
efits ofa variety of languages being
spoken fluently moiie dorm. Khanna
said that one of his. Babcock high-
lights came when he finally was
able to talk to his HA. in French
without any grammatical errors.
Bohl said mat one of the neat things
aboutbeing surrounded by a variety
of languages is mat you pick up on
a lotof idiomatic phrases. "I learned
that okay in Bengali literally trans-
lates as 'fat man, fat woman," she
said.
Then there were those that com-
mented on the friendships that de-
velop m Babcock' Ainer Malik 98
said, "My friendship with Tony
Hamburg 98 is very important I
belong to a completely ethnic back-
ground and he was my first Ameri-
can friend. IfI want advice or some-
thing explained. I go to him. We
- have a lot of discussions about my
religion and my country. Once, we
went toBelden Village MalL Ican't
talk about mat ... We had a crazy
time together."
Nadir Khan '97 said, "A lot of
i
t
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Florida resident Tim Cummings '97 lives in Babcock Hall,
which houses a mix of both American and international
students.
people from Babcock are in the same
mam class. We'd stay up the whole
night but since we were all together
it was fun. Everybody is willing to
see that you get help."
Of course, there are a few nega-
tive things about living in Babcock.
There's not a lot of parking, and
weekly meetings can be a little un-
organized. Bohl said, "Babcock is a
really livery place, and because life
is centered around the dorm, there's
not a need to look somewhere else.
So sometimes it's almost a trap."
Todros claimed that the familiar-
ity could also be one of the worst
parts about living in Babcock. "I
come from a city aad I'm used to
having some form of anonymity.
But here I don't have it" she said.
But all in all, after my interview,
Babcock came out looking like a
friendly, communal kind of place.
A few additional bonuses, accord-
ing tovaiious residents, are: doubles
with bay windows, the view from
the east side, furniture that's good to
bounce on. and large urinals. Hiked
the wooden floors and the rocking
chairs. Also, it's probably the only
dorm on campus that is supposed to
have a ghost in the attic Diversity,
neat windows, community and a
ghost ... Babcock, what a dona!
'Shear' success: College employeefulfills longtime dream
By ZACHARY VEILLEUX
"I have a natural gift ofgab," says
KenMcNeiL
It's true. The man can hold a
conversation like nobody else; he's
a self-proclaim- ed people-perso-n. So
when it came time for a career
change, as far as he was concerned,
there was only one option.
Ken's going to be a barber.
A third-shi- ft custodian in Lowry
Center. McNeil, SO, spends his
nights cleaning up the messes of the
masses, his mornings catching up
on sleep and his afternoons at Pio-
neer Joint Vocational School in
Shelby, Ohio barber school. He
looks forward to the day. now only
a few weeks away, when he win
trade mbis dust mop for a sharp pair
of shears and start cutting hair full
time.
Why work in a barber shop? "It
seems to be the place where people
congregate," McNeil says. "Here's
a place where I can enjoy people.
cm hair and get paid." He was tired
of putting in the 60-7-0 hour weeks
required for his previous job, as a
production manager at Bell and
HowelL He decided mere was more
to life man just
work and .
money, and that
he was ready for
something new.
As a barber.
McNeil says,
"I'll be able to
walk out at
four. ...I'm going to work an eight-ho-ur
day and then I'm going to en-
joy the other 16hoursbetween sleep
and my family."
He's even come to refer to his
layoff from Bell and Howell as "a
blessing in disguise." His family
arid friends havebeen supportive of
his decision, but as McNeil points
out "I don't care what my friends
say. ... If they "re my friends, they're
going to be happy thatl'm doing the
job that I want" "
The toad to fulfilling a dream has
not always been easy. Two years
ago, he gave his first haircut to one
of his six children, Tony, who was
22 at the time. It took him two
7 don't care what myfriends say. ... Ifthey're my
friends, they're going to be happy thatl'm doing thejob that I want"
Ken McNeil
hours. "I was so nervous... I didn't
want to mess up my son's hair,"
McNeil sakL He son's response:
"You know, dad,' he says, I really
do love yon, but if you rake that
comb across my ear one more time,
I'm going to take it out of your
hands and break it"
The hair was a little shorter than
normal but not bad, be says. "No
one would ever say anything bad
about their haircuts they'd just
leave," McNeil remembers.
The learning experience has also
not been without incident For one
of McNeil's practice customers,
what began as a normal haircut ap-
pointment became a lesson in first
aid. "All of a
sudden, I'm
doing what we
call a shear and
comb. ... I
look at his ear,
and there's this
big void there
and I looked
and on my shears is a piece of his
ear." Only about one-sixtee- nth of
theearwasactuallymissing.McNeil
says, but it happened soquickly that
the customer didn't know it "I
didn'tknow how to tell him that I'd
cut his ear."
Luckily, everything worked out
all right; the customer forgave
McNeiL The gentleman just told
me, 'After a little while, the scar
will heal and I'll look like Mr.
Spock.' Arid he'scome back to this
day." According to McNeil, inci-
dents such as these are more com
mon than you might think.
Always upbeat and optimistic,
McNeil says he has enjoyed his job
at Lowry, again, because of the
people, especially the students, he
has met "Custodians are usually
looked upon as just an old man or
' old woman going around the build-
ing doing their cleaning."
But as anybody who spends much
time in Lowry late at night knows.
Ken just can't avoid people. 1
enjoy the kids," he said. "I really
do." He hopes that by sharing his
experiences with students, he can
help them avoid making the same
.mistakes in life that he did. "I don't
think I'm going to save the world,
but hopefully I can give some in-
sight to them," be says.
Ken wUl begin his new career
sometime in April by going in with
Dak Kaufman at the East Liberty
Street Barber Shop.located in down-
town Wooster.
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Dispatch from New
Orleans: sojourn to
Mardi Gras
By TODD LEWIS
Oftentimes. I regret having to
spend a semester away from the
beautiful campus and agreeable
people of The College of Wooster.
Tbii weekend, though, was aoc one
ofthem. Alabama, where I am work-
ing this semester, is asually lovely
in the springtime (which begins
around Feb. 15 or so), and I am
usually loathe to leave it, too. None-
theless, I made the fateful decision
that, since I live in my own apart-
ment, pay my own bills and work at
my own job. I am as adult, gosh
darn k, and no one and nothing was
going to keep me from Mardi Gras
this year, where the women are easy
and the drinking age is 18.
For those of yon who have spent
the last century and a half with your
heads in a paper bag living in Ala-
bama. I know many such people
Mardi Gras (French for "Fat Toes-day-")
is the annual celebration of
the arrival ofLent held in New Or-leans,- La.
Uiuisiaaa'sCajun inhab-
itants being me closest thing we
Americans have to an indigenous
ethnic group. New Orleans presents
an interesting sociological
enon to the trained eye, with its
Creole dialects, its pervasive Ca-
tholicism, and of course, as I
mentioned, its drinking age of 18.
We hopped in the car, blah blah
Mali, and the next thing you know. I
am in a package store picking up a
couple of six-pac- ks and a flask of
Seagram's whiskey. Those who
Sfcompanied me to this blessed land
having been to Mardi Gras many
times before, the entire process is
highly ritualized; therefore, we next
turned to the parades on Rue Canal
(Canal Street). Normally. I am not
a great fan of parades, but these
were especially enjoyable for two
reasons. First, cheap plastic beads
which, as shall be explained later,
hold peculiar significance at Mardi
Gras flew from the fleets towards
the audience. Second, ofcourse, the
drinking age in New Orleans is 18.
Having consumed two 40-oun- ce --
Heinekens (which I did not hereto
fore know existed) during the course
of the parade did I mention the
drinking age? I was more than
ready to jaunt (or stagger) down to
the French Quarter. By this time it
was ll.-00p.H-L, and before entering
the thick of it on Bourbon Street, we
stopped off at Di Piazza's Italian
Restaurant st 337 Dauphine, where
the lovely Vmsan fed us Fettucme
Alfredo almost comparable to
Lowry's (snicker), bread of a qual-it-y
as to astound mere culinary mor-
tals, and free shots ofTequila. This
is New Orleans, of course, and the
drinking age is 18.
We headed down to Bourbon
Street and were swept away in a
tidal wave ofvomiting, putrid, beer-lidd- en
humanity; itwasecstasy. The
beads, as I alluded earlier, can be
"cashed in" on Bourbon Street, lo
lovely, if rather intoxicated, young
ladies more than eager how shall I
say? to expose more body area
than their mothers would ever, in
good conscience, allow them. Of
course, being indolent, spoiled, cash-hap- py
Americans, an excuse for our
behavior is always close at hand; the
drinking age m New Orleans is, of
course, only 18.
We spent the remaining days bask-
ing in the 85-degr- ee heat at Coffee
Houses, replete with Jumbalaya,
Barbecue, and Gumbo, all smoth-
ered in Tabasco Sauce, at blues bars
on the river. s Cafe du Monde eat-in-g
pastries and inhaling coffee, and
staggering back to the hotel where,
the morning after, we are made quite
aware of the consequences of the
drinking age in New Orleans,which
is, of course, only 18.
SLCtuuiesStreet,more blues bars
with B.B.-King-look-ali- kes and the
real thing, pool games with unseemly
local bikers and local lawyers (Tin
not making any of this up, just to
reassure you) the weekend s fes-
tivities just go on and on. Aswe
finally packed up and went home,
each bump in the road reminding us
of the times we had, I had what
amounts to an epiphany: perhaps a
national drinking age of 21 isn't
such a bad idea after an.
Applications for 1 995
ISOC
(Irternational Student Orientation Commfflee)
and
soc
(Student Orientation Committee)
are available Feb. 27
or f CHoi of rtl Student Alain.
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Music, lasagna and Model T Fords
By TOM JACOBS
Special to the Voice
Between the twoof us; Andy Cook
'95 and I have been on five band
tours during our time at Wooster.
When we discussed the possible
material for this story, we realized
that we have much to relate to the
readers of the Voice. After all. the
words "band tour" bring to mind
much more than just a handful of
details.
What immediately came to
Andy'smind was our first tour, when
we went to Charlottesville, Va. On
that tour. Andy learned that dogs
and bagpipers don't mix when his
tour roommate, one of the pipers,
was personally violated by their host
family's tiny dachshund. Andy's
warning: "Bagpipers,bewareT For
me, band tour is not only an escape
from campus, but a chance to live
the life of a louring musician for a
week or so (sometimes I fed a httle
like Willie Nelson).
It's the tour schedule that makes
the trip special A typical day of
tour begins early in the morning,
when we meet the buses at the site of
the previous night's concert. The
buses are loaded and we say our
farewells to the host families who
have loaned us their love, their at-
tention, and their towels.
Once we're all on the bus, it's
time far bus loco! Quarters are
thrown into an envelope and given
to the person whose attendance num
ber corresponds to designated
notches m the tnes of the bus. It
Do you receive federal aid?
Know what Congress is up to?
Know why students across America have
been rioting?
SGA sponsors aQ&ASession
on Wednesday; March 8, at 6 pjn.
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may sound boring, but it just hap-pe-ns
tobe the most exciting game of
chance this side of Las Vegas!
After we have spentour last quar-
ters, it's time for telling host family
stories over the bus's intercom sys- -.
tern. All kinds of anecdotes are
shared, ranging from a story like the
canine encounter, to our experience
in western Ohio, where we stayed
with a man who taught us about
every part of the Model TFord. He
apparently had a lot of time on his
hands. In addition to being an an-
tique car buff, be was also engaged
- in mapping out his family tree. At
the time we stayed with him, he had
traced bis heritage as far back as
Nostradamus.
Upon arrival at our next concert
site, which isgenerally a church, the
buses and equipment truck are un-
loaded. Then the band attempts to
fit 90 people into a space meant for
a minister, an organist, and what-
ever sacrificial animal that house of '
worship lays claim to. A short re-
hearsal follows, and then a few pro-
fessional volunteer grandparents
generally prepare dinner at the
church or a nearby school.
Speaking ofdinner,we know that
we cannot write any article about
band tour without rnentioning the
infanxxis LasagnaTourof 92. That
year, theband sampled many variet-
ies of lasagna throughout the mid-Atlan- tic
stassa. At first we were
amused at the ongoing coincidence,
butafter the eighth consecutive night
of that noodly-saucy-cbee- sy dish, it
just wasn't funny anymore. In con
0JifTLfldfim
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junction with Matt Herman '95.
Andy wrote lyrics for the overture
of Rossini's Barber of Seville, ex-
pressing the general feeling of
amusement prevalent in the begin-
ning of that tour.
After the concert, the truck is
loaded, the uniforms packed away,
and we ready ourselves for spend-
ing the night in homes not our own.
It's kind of exciting, that feeling of
wonder most ofus have before meet-
ing our host families for the night.
Anybody associated with the
churches and schools we play for
could host a couple of Scot Band
members for the night. Andy and I
remember a family in the heartland
cf Indiana, which we visited during
our second tour. For dinner they
served us the reddest hamburgers
we have ever seen. Since then, we
have learned to appreciate Howard
Raber and his exacting standards.
So this year, while you're having
fun on some beach somewhere over
break, think of us. We're on the
road again, making music with our
friends and feeling like Willie
Nelson. Even though Andy and I
win not be together this tour (Andy
thinks he's a singer now, so he'll be
touring with die choir), the memo-
ries of band tour will linger in our
minds for a lifetime. And bey, if
we're ever on "Jeopardy" and they
ask the length of the wheel base ofa
Model T Ford, well know the an
swer.
ANDY COOK contributed
to this article.
ATTENTION: SENIORS AND FACULTY
I.S. CELEBRATION
Monday, March 27
5:00 p.m.
Grand March from the Kauke Arch
1,1 U U I.!
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Havel's 'Tempation' a modernization of Faust legend
By ASHLEY VAUGHT
That old black magic will blaze
on stage when the Theatre Depart-
ment presents Vaclav Havel's
Temptation" on Thursday, March
2, through Saturday, March 4. The
show is the first production at
Wooster from director Alexander
Brietzke, an assistant professor of
theatre who joined the faculty this
pastfalL
Temptation" twists the arche-
typal Faust legend into a modern
and absurd context. Set in the bu-
reaucratic world of The Institute,"
aplace withoutany identifiable pur-
pose, the action traces the career of
Dr. Henry Foustka, a scientist who
dabbles in the occult on the side in
order to pursue methods ofresearch
and learning that go beyond autho-
rizedfidds ofsaidy.Themesofiden-
tity and human responsibility ac-ce-nt
a very funny, yet very terrify-mg.ryab- ct
choices and the stag-
gering possibilities tea surjposedly
powerless indrridual tomakeapow-erf-ul
difference in society. :
In the first democratic elections
since thecommnnisf takeover. Havel
was elected mepresidentof Czecho-
slovakia in 1989. He now holds that
position m the Ccech Republic. He
was the leader of Charter 77,a hu-
man rights groin) formed in 1977.
Activities with this organization
landed Havel in jail several times.
During one stay lasting more than
three years, he got the idea for
"Temptation" from reading
Goethe's "Faust" and Thomas
Mann's "Doctor Faustus."
4
Because one of me groups which
Havel was incarcerated for defend-
ing was a rock band, Brietzke got
the idea to incorporate mask in the
play exposing the oppositions be-
tween free expression and "pop"
musk. Mike Stifel, a graduate of
the College, is in charge of the or-
chestration of the five person band.
Stifel said, "Basically what I am
doing is providing incidental music
for the play. Zander Brietzke has
given us the band a lot of freedom
to do what we want." Stifel added
that Brietzke wanted the music to
intimate a challenging ofauthority.
Although Temptation" is very
much an absurdist drama, Brietzke
said U "differed from the absurdist
tradition ofSamuel Beckett,Eagene
toncsco,Jean Genet and Franz Kafka
in the moral dimension that Havel
consistently puts in his work." Un-
like others, though Havel may paint
a bleak picture of the world, he
affirms responsibility for one's ac-
tions. ... .'
This production speaks directly
to an American audience, and more
specifically, to a college-age- d audi-ence- .1
warnthe performance topose
a question to them ofbow they wish
to conduct themselves. Ifsa choice
of whether you take what you are
given and conform, or pursue your
own interests with a passion that
doesn't necessarily resemble rebel
lion. It's about standing up for what
you believe in." -
The play features a cast of 20
people. Lars Nelson "95, a theatre
major, designed the set ofTempta-
tion" in fulfillment of his Indepen-
dent Study project Brian Pollack
'95, also a theatre major, has. the
A
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Kerry Brett, Brian Pollack and Bea Perez, along with otliera, are featured in this weekend's
'performance of Vaclav Havel's play, "Temptation."
main role in the play and is partici-
pating for fulfillment of his Inde-
pendent Study project as welL
Prior to joining Wooster's fac-
ulty, Brietzke was at Lehigh Uni-versi-ty
in Bethlehem. Pa, Brietzke
chose a contemporary play for his
first Wooster production, because
"I wanted todo alarge production to
utilize as many people and as many
theatrical elements as possible. I
picked this play because of a class
discussion at Lehigh about confor
mity and rebellion.
Brietzke earned his bachelor of
arts degree in theatre from Missouri
Southern State. College, his master
of fine arts degree in directing from
the University of Alabama and his .
PliJ).mdinxung and critk from .
Stanford University. He has worked
as a stage manager and assistant
director ? with the Alabama
Shakespeare Festival. Brietzke also
worked in the education department
of the New York Shakespeare Festi-
val. His most recent productions
include The Wild Duck" and "As
You Like It," bothat Lehigh, and an
original translation of Chekhov's
The Seagull" at Stanford.
Curtain time forall three shows is
8:15 pjn. at Freed) ander Theatre.
Tickets may be ordered by calling
the Freedlander Box Office at ext.
2241, or stopping by the box office
between noon--2 p.m. and 4-- 6 pjn.,
Monday-Frida- y, and 10 a.m. --lp.m.
on Saturday. v
Some information compiled from a
NEWS SERVICES press release.
The Hunted' illustrates Lambert's acting skills ;
of the show tokill the woman. Lambert (pannn withnntit ou gettingomi a killed immedi- -edi lines of the fihn. He waJksu)fltrtoMOVIE REVIEW- -
BY NAT MISSTLDINE
Often, it seems martial arts has
been a concept invented purely by
the entertainment industry. More
specifically, ninjas. those stealthy
black-mask- ed assassins of me Ori-
ent, have been the subject of so
many action flicks andpulpy adven-
ture books that theu existence is not
only rooted in just myth but in their
continuing popularity with Ameri-
can audiences. There is an ongoing
faginafion. almost entirely from
males, with these mystical bad gnys.
It has become an American phe-
nomenon and these days there are
probably more people in the ILS.-claimin- g
to be ninjas man there are
anywhere in the East.
The fixation continues with The
Hunted" starring Christopher Lam-
bert and John Lone. With a some-
what mwttAawting title, it is surpris-
ing that the producers did not capi-
talize on the market value of using
the word "ninja" in the tide of the
film, such as in "Revenge
Ninja" or TEnter the Ninja."
Nevertbeless the fUm establishes
early on that its primary focus win
be martial arts and everything else,
plot details, camera work, acting
and dialogue, will all be compara-tivel- y
ignored. Butnoone should be
so foolish as to ex-
pect any of those
aspects to shine in
a film such as mis.
The Hunted"
can'tevenseemlo
get die fight se--
quencesandweap .
ons displays right, the only portion
of the entire project which it should
have working for itself. It takes an
astonishing level of incompetence
to botch the sure-fir-e formulaic Kung
fu flick, but The Hunted" rises to
meet such a lofty challenge.
The story is of a New York busi-
nessman (Lambert) visiting Japan.
Hemeetsawoman there (Joan Chen)
with whom he falls forever in love
after one night of pure bliss in her
hot tub. As he is leaving, the ninjas
up
sees her die; but more importantly
be sees the face of her assassin
(Lone). Miracutously.Larabertdoes
not die by me hands of these ninjas
but is only severely wounded. At-
tribute this to dumb American luck,
I suppose, or maybe just a weak
For the duration oftheUrn, Lambert cannot
seem to convince us thathe is not reading an
ofhisUnesoffofatelcprompter
' '
storyline. He has become the only
man to ever see this ninja, a man
named Kinjo, and live to tell about
ft. Kinjo is the leader of the notori-
ous Makato cult whose specialty is
the art of killing." Thus Kinjo, a
perfectknist and a hot head, is de-termi- ned
to fix his mistake. So he
orders Lambert to be found and
killed, making it clear that Lambert
is whom the title refers to.
In order for Lambert to continue
to bumble around the streets of Ja--
ately by bis pursuers, an old and
weathered samurai warrior comes
to his aid. This character holds little
appeal and is not nearly as intrigu-in-g
as Lone, who prowls around his
ninja training camp like a caged
tiger, slicing up any fellow ninjas
thatcross him. Lone
doesn't get nearly
his due screen time.
Although it doesn't
take much effort, be
overshadows the
-
rest of the cast by a
longshot and is pos-
sibly the only redeeming feature
The Hunted" has to offer.
, As the pursuit continues, a heated
confrontation occurs on a train mat
Lambert and bis dutiful guardian
board. The ninjas assemble in the
front can and trek to the back, slay-
ing all the hapless passengers along
the way. The old samurai, an expert
swordsmen, fends off the attack and
tries to save the remaining passen-
gers. In doing so this stoic old
sensei delivers one of the funniest
the
front of one of the cars, his samurai
sword in hand, and says, "Ladies
and gentleman, dangerous men are
coming. Please move to the back."
It is a quote so uninspired and vacu-
ous that it seems the quintessential
line for a generally tedious film.
The scene appears x be building to
a climax, but never really culmi-
nates in an invigorating fight as
hoped.
The same can be said for the fight
scenes that foDow. AH the sword-pla-y
looks staged, as ifwe have been
watching a fencing match for two
hours. The previously bad dialogue
and acting sinks to even lower depths
and die erode Japanese stereotypes
that we were presented with from
thebeginning never flesh themselves
out. As welL Lambert cannot seem
to convince us that he is not reading
all ofhis lines off of a teleprornpter.
The Hunted" may not be suitable
for even the most avid martial arts
cinema buff. As for the rest of us,
we can just let this old warrior die in
peace.
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Woodstock compilation: music
Music from Woodstock, NY9 isn't bogged down by
ALBUM REVIEW
By ALLE PASSES
In my first review this year, I
reaQy railed on theentire Woodstock
94 concept I expressed my disdain
forcomnvrriiliim ansjcandmy
while came from the festival ofpeace
and love. Tfae compilation "New
Music From Woodstock. NY" has
dunged nty mfn,
Recorded live at Woodstock 94.
the album is a congkaneration of
local acts who performed on the
secondary stage. Musical nobodies
Go Van Go, Charles Lyonhart, Will
Hoppey, Peacebomb and Perfect
Thyroid each torn in two splendid
cots on the project The mask; is
fresh, crciting and inspired. There
are no tired gimmicks, and original-st- y
runs rampant throughout the com
Wooster Inn to host murder
-
-
-
t-
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pfcoto by LESLIE HAMMER
The Wooster Iaa wiH be the sceae of a murder mystery tonight aad
gwats are Invited to figure out 'Vhodaantt.'
By SALLY THELEN
This weekend, the Wooster Inn
win be serving more than tfae deli-
cious dishes for which it has gained
renown. To add a little spice to the
entrees, a taste of mystery will per-
vade the quiet inn this Saturday. A
classic case of"whodunnit" win be
the main course of the evening.
"Murder on the Menu" by Eileen
Moushey win transform each guest
mm (CBBME'
afl seats $1.50
all the time!
Cai for titles & times
positions.
Will Hoppey "Lonely Hots!" is
a mellow folk ballad relating the
melancholy spirit ofman to the deso-
late features of an old hoteL Lyrics
like There's a heartache in every
room at the Lonely Hotel Do Not
Disturb is the role and they follow ft
well," coupled with Hoppy's emo-
tion filled vocals and crisp acousti-
cal guitar, invade the human spirit
and create an empathy between art-
ist and audience that is often lacking
in today's over-glamme- d, prepack-
aged musical culture.
Another standout is Go Van Go's
"How Come Everybody's Got A
Gun." The song asks the basic hu-
man question if everyone "feels,"
"smiles," and "cries." "how come
everybody's got a gun?" Over a
powerful, guitar driven melody Go
Van Go examines our society's fas-
cination with violence and anger.
at Saturday's dinner into a detec-
tive.
Guests are invited to a night of
murderous fun and to smk their teeth
into a tantalizing tale of mischief
and equally tantalizing food. The
evening win begin with a reception
at 7 pjn. during which the guests
will mingle with the actors in this
mysterious plot The range of char-
acters includes, among others, the
thick New York accented Marco
FesdfylUssrest
154W.lAerr
10
The point is driven home, when in
the center of the composition, the
swirling chaotic guitar stops abruptly
and wispy female vocals are fea-
tured over simple acoustical chords.
Prom there, the piece builds to a
plifies music as means ofemotional
release.
Peacebomb adds to the mix with
theirown brand ofstrongly melodic,
catchy, funk derived pop. "Lean
Skinned Mammal" epitomizes their
style, with its reggae based rhythm
and strong lead vocals. Their other
cut on the album, "Moment Of
Truth," b a densely constructed an-
them that is guitar heavy. It is kept
from the mnndane by the inclusion
of a shax-your-bocy-girifTi- end,
thick-as-syru-p, catchy-bip-ltopi- sh
beat
The song writing abilities of
Charles Lyonhart are made evident
"The Karaoke Kmg."amotivational
seminar speaker, sod the token dumb
blond. Of course, what mystery
would be complete without the typi-c- al
detective straight out of some
seedy 1930's murder mystery
movie? AH the guests are reminded
that none of these characters are to
be trusted her anso the murderer
one of them alL
The audience will be divided into
teams, all with the mission to solve
the case. Each team win play their
hand at being gumshoes by sleuth-
ing about the Inn for does to trivia
questions.
Bin Cornelius. Assistant Inn-
keeper, did riot have to search far for
possible killers; in fact, he didn't
even have to leave the Irm. Four of
the actors are from the Inn's staff
including chef Jason Anderson and
waitresses Tonya Kurtzlamin and
Lillian Asm. Cornelius is "The
Karaoke King" himself. The three
other actors in the mysterious plot
include community members:
Tammy Lang, Henry Bishop and
Karen Wood. Although the evening
involves a set plot and chain of
events, everything else is very im-provisatio- naL
which allows the ac-
tors to "work the crowd."
GLCA New York
and value
commercialism
Alvin Sber, Program Director of GLCA New York Aits Program
will be at Wooster oh March 7 and 8 to interview students
ftnrmrfd in applying for the Fall Semester of 1995 GLCA NY
Arts Program. Alvin win give a video presentation about the
GLCANY Arts program in the Severance Art SeminarRoom oh
Tuesday, March 7 at 7 pjn., followed by student meeting until 9
pjn. He wffl resume studentinieTv
from 9- - II am, It is necessary to arrange a meeting time prior
to Alvin Sher's visit. A sign-u-p sheet for these interviews is
posted on Professor Susan Hansen's office door. Room 16,
Severance Art. If there are any questions, please call Susan, ext.
2191. '
by both "Arms Of Sweet Helena"
and-AtaHWa-
rdn' Anymore." Both
have a traditional, folksy feel and
use a variety of acoustical and elec-
tric strings to provide a pleasant
background for Lyonhart's homey.
warm vocals.
The other two groups on "New
Music From Woodstock, NY.
Lunch Meat and Perfect Thyroid,
alsomake worthwhile contributions.
As a whole, the album works to
showcase some of the better un-
signed bands on the American mu
sical landscape. It reaches beyond
the fat cash cow thatWoodstock has
come to represent and provides a
delightful smorgasbord of musical
treats. These delicacies are avail
able nowhere else, so I suggest you
pick them up on this cranpibmon,
YouH be well rewarded by a musi-
cal endeavor that is unspoiled by the
almighty dollar.
mystery
"Murder on the Menu" is one part
ot many other special evenings
planned to showcase the new image
that the Inn endeavors to achieve.
Cornelius explains that the Inn
doesn't warn to be known as a placejust for special occasions, but also
as a place for entertainment
Cornelius stresses that this 1s only
a start" January's performance of
Broadway's Best treated taste buds
and ears to a night offine dining and
musical fjitrrtainmcnt. Murderers
win lurk three more times in the
hails of the Inn, including a second
performance of "Murder on the
Menu" on March 25. "A Taste of
Sonoma' will delight food and wine
connoisseurs on March 16.
Saturday, Chef Ted Brown will
prepare a delectable dinner includ-in-g
achoice ofprime rib, farm raised
salmon or Chicken Marsala. The
dinner is $25 and reservations for
the Saturday or March 25 perfor-
mance can be made by calling The
Wooster Lm.
Ifyou think you have what it takes
to crack this case, bring your sleuth-
ing skills and appetite to The
Wooster Inn tomorrow evening. I'm
not giving away any dues, but I win
say that the butler did look a fittle
suspicious.
Aits Program
Martli3,mJ
FRIDAY, MARCH 3
Bring your friends lo the Un
derground for DJ Happy Hour at
Spjn.II
Kick off the weekend with a
Red Pin Special in Scot lanes at
9 pjn. Win free games!!
Check out Tom Acousti at the
Spotlight Showcase 9 pjn. in
Mom s Truckstop!
flip
SATURDAY, MARCH 4
See the Cleveland Cavs take
on the New York Knicks with
SAB!! Buses leave Lowry at
5:30 pjn.
Take advantage of FREE
SHOES! Bowling shoes, that is.
Moonlight Bowling in ScotLanes
at 10 pjn.!
come see ine war in
Mateer at 7:30 and 10 pjn.!!
SUNDAY, MARCH 5
Mmmmmm... Check out
James Dean in "Rebel Without a
Cause" at 7:30 pjn. in Mateer!!
WEDNESDAY, MARCH
Get over the midweek hump!
"Naked Gun 33 1T is showing
m the Underground. Admission
is free!!!
.jm..t
I ?
THURSDAY, MARCH 9
Laugh with Wooster's own .
Don'tThrow Shoes will be in the
Underground at 10 pjn.! Ad-
mission is $.75.
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Fighting Scots reg
Head coach Keith Beckett named swimming coach ofthe
By CINDY JARVIS
The Scots surprised the confer-
ence at the NCAC Swimming and
Diving Championship Meet at
OberlinFeb. 15-1- 8. Themen's team
registered its best finish ever in the
1 1-year- history oftneNQC --third
overall and head coach Keith
Beckett was named men's swim-
ming Coach of the Year, while Rich
Blough was named diving Coach of
the Year.
The Scots broke six school
records, few relay records, and two
individual records at the meet. The
200-yar- d freestyle relay was the
first event of the meet, and the first
record to fall. Ben Chalot 98. Mike
Baas '95, Andrew Wunderley '97
and Vince Dalchok 98 teamed-u- p
to take fourth place, and broke the
school record with a time of 1 :27. 12.
Matt Kacenga "97 broke his pre-
vious school record rathe 100 back-
stroke with a time of 54.40, leading
off the 400 medley relay. The relay
ended up placing fourth (338.15),
and consisted of Kacenga. Tony
Pahigntti 97. Dan Parker 98 and
Dakhuk.
The 200 medley relay team of
Kacenga, J.C Chandor 96, Chak
and Wunderley placed fifth and
--broke the next relay record with a
time of 1:38.01. Kris Marr '97,
Parker. Chalot and Wunderley
earned AHCC honors, and broke
Lady Scots' season ends after 87-7- 0 loss
to Wittenberg in NCAC Tournament
By MIAPEARCE
LARISAFRICSONS
, The Lady Scot basketball team's
season came to an end last Friday
when they were defeated 87-7-0 by
top-seed- ed Wittenberg in the semi-
final round of the North Coast Ath-le- tk
Conference Tournament The
game, played at the Tigers' own
HPERCenter.sawWoostcrput forth
a strong effort but come up empty-hande- d.
The Lady Scots played aggres-sivdymt- he
firsthalf.butWittenberg
came out with full force. TheHgers
finished in first place in the NCAC
during the regular season, and their
skills showed throughout the game.
By halftime, Wittenberg had taken
command of the contest, leading
48-2-8.
During the second half, Wooster
stepped up its play, cwtscoring the
Tigers 42-3- 9. Despite Lisa First's
96 27 point-effo- rt and Jennifer
Miller's "95 17 points, the Lady
Scou could not close the gap.
For the game, Wittenberg shot
4lltT!Rn3-64-) from the ftobr.
while me Lady Soots shot 42.1 per--
(2-3- 7) liters ajso bbu
another record by placing third in --
the 800 freestyle relay (7:05.37).
The 400 freestyle relay was the .
last relay record to fall, as Marr,
Wunderley, Dakhok and Chalot
placed fourth (3:1237).
Individually, Wunderley finished
sixth in the 100-yar- d freestyle with
Stan McDonald's mark of48.00.
whichhadstood
for 15 years.
Wunderley also "We're ecstatic
earned All-NCA- C was a directhonors in allby placing third put
in the 50 remainedfreestyle meet and rose(21.55).
Marr made a
preliminary na-
tional qualifying time in the 500
freestyle (4:42. 1 1). and took fifth in
the event, making him the only Scot
national qualifier.
"We're ecstatic about the third-pla- ce
finish," said Beckett. "It was a
direct result of the hard work the
entire team put in all season to make
this happen. Theyremained focused '
on their goal throughout the meet
and rose up to the challenge.'
In men's standings, Kenyon suc-
cessfully defended its title, winning
for the eleventh year ma row with er
907points.Denison was second with7
'
" :
588 points, followed by Wooster in
third (403), Oberlin in fourth (388),
the rebounding edge by a 39-3- 1 to
tal
.
Wittenberg went on to win the
NCAC Tournament championship,
defeating Ohio Wesleyan 80-7-9 in
an exciting overtime game.
The trip to the final four of the
NCAC tournament was the first such'
trip since the 1991-199- 2 seasco. First
earned all tournament team honors.
In addition to the honor bestowed
upon First at the NCAC Tourna-
ment, she was named first-tea-m all
NCAC for the regular season.
Miller. Christy Antle and Ten
Tallman, '95s all played their last
games for the Lady Scots against
Wittenberg. The three seniors will
be remembered as strong contribu-
tors to the team on and off the cxirt
during their four years on the team.
The prospects for next year's
Wocater team appear bright as head
coach Roxanne Allen will return
three starters including First. Also
returning will be guard Carrie
Headrick '97 who was a much-improv- ed
player this season. In addi-
tion, Allen will be counting on the
wi'fag contributions of new-cxan- er
Lorah Way 98 and the vet--
ijcsjdcjnsip of Sozjr sipes o
Ohio Wesleyan in fifth (383). Al-
legheny in sixth (365), Case West
em Reserve in seventh (320) and
Wittenberg in eighth (240). .
The Lady Scots placed a strong --
fourth at the meet. Kenyan took
first with 882 points, winning for
theeleventh year in a row, followed
by Denison (661). Allegheny (526),
Wooster(431). Case Reserve (250).
about the third-plac-e finish. ...
result of the hard work the entire team
season to make this happen. They
focused on their goal throughout the
up to the challenge."
Coach Keith Beckett
Wittenberg (244), Ohio Wesleyan
(186) and Oberlin (159).
Leading the Lady Scots were
Debbie King '96, Carrie Sergi '97.
and Liz Helstein 96, all of who
were conference champions. King
won both the 200 individual medley
and 400 individual medley for the
second year in a row. with times of
2:10.49 and 4:36.93 respectively,
and earned All-NCA- C in both
events. Both of her times were
national 'A' cut times.
King also earned All-NCA- C hon-
ors by taking second ' in the 200
breaststroke with a rxeliminary na
tional qualifying time of 2:29.32.
'" "" - uV. .
-
yy -
J5 fj Jfs
C : rtny ft I i I 17 Ifi-
-i ': fcOTJOTBWlJuU
Eabaaks 97, saowa firing
and Carrie Headrick f7
year as Wooster's
The highlight for the Lady Scots
came on the final day with Sergi,
who earned All-NC- AC honors by
winning the 200 butterfly with a
time well under the preliminary na-
tional cut time of 2:11.97.
Helstein placed first on the one-met- er
diving board, successfully
defending her tide for the third year
in arow, and placed second in three-met-er
diving
netting All- -
NCAC honors
in both events.
Other strong
swims for the
women came
from Carolyn
Knox '97, who
was eighth in
the 1650
freestyle (18:3959) and tenth in the
400 individual medley (4:50.13);
Kristin Riker '97, who placed tenth
in the 1650 (18:45.97); Karen
Buchmueller '97, who took sixth in
the 200 backstroke (2:14.18), and
ninth in the 200 backstroke
(1:03.52.); Peggy Teale '96, who
finished twelfth in the 200 back-
stroke (2:18.84); Sergi who was
eighth in the 500 freestyle (5:14.10)
and eighth in the 200 freestyle
(1:5932); and Heather Gleason '96
who was eighthin ulOOJback-strok- e
:
-
(1-03.4-
7).
Also. Jen Hudson '96, Jen
Urbanski '98 and Monica Brym '98
e
. m ,.--
op a jump shot from a game last
fl be called apoi to mm uw
meet
menfinish third
came in eighth (2:21.77), ninth
(2:25.12) and eleventh (2:29.06),
respectively, in the 200 butterfly,
while Julie Snoddy '97 and Wendy
Vaerewyck '98 added points in div-
ing. Snoddy placed fifth (355) in
three-met- er diving and eighth on
the one-met- er (290.6), and
Vaerewyck took seventh on the
one-met- er (290.60) and tenth
(231.85) on the three-met-er.
The 400 medley relay team of
Teale, King, Sergi and Hudson
earned All-NCA- C honors by plac-
ing third (4:09.71).
Teale, King, Sergi and Gleason
were All-NCA- C by taking third in
the 200 medley relay (1:53.48).
Knox, King, Sergi and Rike. were
All-NCA- C in the 800 freestyle re-
lay; they came in third with, a time of
8:04.40.
"We knew Allegheny had gradu-
ated no one and had added some
very talented freshmen," said
Beckett. This was a rebuilding year
for us, so the coaching staff was
very pleased with our fourth-plac- e
finish."
Last Saturday at the NCAC Post
Meet, which is the last chance for
swimmers to qualify for nationals,
Eric Haschke '97 qualified on the 3-m- eter
bos-- d with a score of 287.25,
and tiie 200 freestyle relay team of
'Chalot, Baas, "Waaderley and
Dalchuk rebroke theirschool record
with a time of 1:26.79.
CLASSIFIED
Cruise Ship Jobs!
Attention: Students
Earn $2000 monthly. Part- -
timefull-tim- e. World Travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii. All posi-
tions available. No experience.
CALL: (WK) 433-40- O I
SPRING BREAK
America's 1 Spring Break
Company!
Cancun, Bahamas, or Florida!
1 10 Lowest Price Guaran
tee! Organize 15 friends and
TRAVEL FREE! Call for our
finalized 1995 Party Sched-
ules!! (800) 95-BRE- AK
FREE FINANCIAL AID!
Over $6 billion in private sec-
torgrants & scholarships is now
available, ah stuocnis are eu--
eible regardless of grades, in
come, or parents income. Let
niheln. CauStn&rJFmandal
Services: 1-800-26- 3-6495 ext.
F55621.
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Scots win their third NCAC championship in four years
Wooster defeats Wittenberg 71-6- 7 in Springfield to win title and advance to NCAA Tourney
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
If two out of three ain't bad, thea
three out of four must be awfully
good.
Last Saturday evening, the Fight-
ing Scot basketball team claimed its
third North Coast Athletic Confer-
ence championship in the past four
years by defeating Wittenberg 71-6- 7
in Springfield. The win pushed
Woosters record to 25-- 2, and gave
the Scots an automatic berth in the
NCAA Division TH Tournament.
With 14 seconds remaining,
Fernandez fouled Robinson during
a three-poi- nt shot. Robinson made
all three free throws to cut the
Wooster lead to 69-6-7.
With nine seconds remaining in
the contest and the Scots clinging to
their two-poi- nt lead, Wittenberg's
first-tea-m all-NC- AC point guard
Anthony Robinson drove the ball
the length of the court, past point
guard Rowell Fernandez 97, and
attempted to lay the ball in the bas-
ket, when center Doug dine '95
stepped in front of Robinson. The
official called a charging foul on
Robinson, with the dock reading
00tC3. Cline sank both tree throws
at the other end ofthe floor icing the
game for the Scots.
In the second half, Wooster took
charge of the game, gaining as much
as a 10-poi- nt advantage at 60-5- 0
with 3:12 remaining. After that,
however, Wittenberg fought back
by going on an 8--0 run. With 3:28
remaining, the Tigers bad cut the
Wooster lead to 60-5- 8.
"From a fan's perspective, it was
a very exciting ending." said
Wooster head coach Steve Moore.
Tomorrow's matchup
Wooster Fighting
Scots (26-2-)
vs.
When: Saturday night at 7:30
What: NCAA Division HI Tournament second round
Where: Timken Gymnasium (capacity 2,400)
Key Havers: Wooster: Scott Meech ni l mvY fVaiaBradley (13.1 ppg). Doug Cline (12.4 ppg), Jason Zerger(1 13 pre). Kernon: Jamie Hariess f20S Chri
Donovan (19.6 ppg, 13.1 rpg)
"Our players really competed. It
was one beck of a battle."
The first half was a seesaw affair,
as the team's exchanged the lead
four times, and neither team held a
lead of more than seven points.
Guard LamontParis 96pulled down
a defensive rebound with six sec-
onds remaining in the half. Wooster
quickly moved down the court, get-
ting the ball into forward Scott
Meech'shands. Mecca made a shot
from just inside the three-poi- nt arc
to put the Scots up 33--3 1 going into
the locker rooms.
For the game, Meech, not known
for shooting beyond the arc, was
uncharacteristically good on three
offour three-poi- nt shots. Wittenberg
bead coach Bin Brown noted this as
being one of the keys to the contest
Individually for the Scots,
Wooster was led by Fernandez's
21-poi- nt effort Meech added 20
points.
For his efforts. Fernandez was
named Tournament Most Valuable
Player. Meech was named a Tour-
nament first team performer.
"Rowell had an outstanding tour-
nament.'' amid Moore. "HehitBuny
big shots. As imrxrtam as his shoot-
ing was, be played some outstand-
ing defense."
For the regular season, Meech
was named to the first team-A- ll
NCAC for the second consecutive
season. Joining Meech on the first
team was center Doug dine '95,
who was named to the second team
in both the 1993 and 1994 seasons.
Forward Jason Zerger '95 was
named to the second team, while
guard Craig Bradley 95 made hon-
orable mention all-NC- AC
Kenyon Lords
(19-8- )
v r
:
vri?::-i--'-
-
.
Forward Scott Meech 95 reaches
Aaroa Smith in the Scots' 71-4- 7 win over the Tigers, giving Wooster
its third NCAC Toaraasaent championship in four years.
WAA Female Athlete of the WeekSergi's hard workpays off with both the
NCAC and WAA
This week's Female Athlete of
the Week is Carrie Sena 97. Car
rie, a swimmer from Morgantown,
W.Va.hada very successful 1994-9- 5
swim season at Wooster. Last
week, the team attended the North
Coast Athletic Conference Cham- -
pionship Meet at which Carrie did
an excellent job, She qoalifyied
for AH-NC- AC honors in the 200-met- er
Butterfly with a time of
2:11.79. the 800-met- er Freestyle
Relay the 200 Medley Relay and
the 400 Medley Relay with STOOD
times of 8."04.40. 1:53.48 and
4.-09.7-1. She came in eighth place
in both the 500 Freestyle and the
200 Freestyle events.
pboiobyNEWSSER
to block the shot of Wlttenberx's
Her time for the 200 Butterfly
event qualified her for the national
team meetwhich will occurinearly
March. Her time for the 500
Freestyle was only .1 1 off the Na-
tional Cut time.
Head coach Keith Becket said
that Carrie possesses a great deal
of natural talent and drive. Her
performance at me NCAC meet
was an accomplishment of hard
wcrkandfocused competition. For
the national meet we hope for her
to repeat ifnot improve her confer-
ence time. Carrie has been a real
bonus to the program and we are
confident that she win have aposi-tiv- e
impact on the national team."
By MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Last Friday night, the Fighting
Scots advanced to the champion-
ship game of the North Coast Ath-
letic Conference by defeating Ohio
Wesleyan 67-5-0. The game, played
mSprmgfieldinWinenberg'sHPER
Center, saw the first-seed- ed Scots
explode in the second half on their
way to victory.
The Battling Bishops got off to a
fast start, but Wooster settled down
and took a 26-2-0 lead as the teams
went to the locker rooms at half-tim-e.
"We got off to a slow start." said
Wooster head coach Steve Moore.
"We got some offensive rebounds
at the end of the first half on some
effort plays, long runs to get loose
balls, and that helped us. Our play-
ers continued to work throughout
the game."
A key to Wooster' s success was
its ability to pass the ball inside to
post players Doug Cline and Scott
Meech '95s. In the second half,
Wooster shot 13 free throws, mak-
ing 12, while Ohio Wesleyan was
only one far three from the line.
This can be attributed to Wooster's
improved inside play in the second
half.
A key to the game for the Scots
was neutralizing some of the Bish-
ops' top players like senior Rod
who burned the Scots for
points and seven rebounds in a
game earlier in the season. On
Firday, Mitchell managed only 15
and five rebounds. Only one
Bishop scored in double fig--
as Wooster's defense put the
preasurejm otno Wesleyan.
Ta0eotk were led bypoint guard
Rowell Fernandez 97, who scored
16 points. Cline added 12 points
and ten rebounds, while forward
Jason Zerger 95 scored 12 points
and pulled down five rebounds.
Scot Sports Ticker
men's basketball:
NCAC Tournament:
Wooste 67. Ohio Wesleyan 50
Woostee 71, Wittenberg 67
NCAA Tournament:
Woosrot 72, Heidelberg 64
SaL-Oh- io Northern (H) 7:30 p.m.
women's basketball:
NCAC Tournament:
Wittenberg 87. Wooster 70
swimming and diving:
NCAC Championship Meet
men: 3rd out of 8
women: 4th out of 8
